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The CARTER LAKE CRUSHER Triathlon
Saturday September 7th, 2019

18.8 Miles / 30.3 KM
IMPORTANT BIKE COURSE 
ATHLETE DIRECTIONS

NOTES:

- The entire transition area is at the Carter Lake South Campground lots

- The race start time is 7:30am with the first cyclist athletes starting the bike course by 
7:50am

- All course marshalls, volunteers and flaggers will be in place by 7:30am. 

- All traffic signage, cones & Police Officers will be in place by 7:00am.

- VMB to be set in ad- VMB to be set in advance of the race (approximately 7-10 days)

- Ambulance access to the course is available all morning. Cones will allow access to cyclists 
only and can be move by volunteers for ambulance access at any crossings if needed.

- Proper COURSE directional signage and MOTORIST VEHICLE signage will be in place by 
7:15am to ensure the course is clearly marked for athletes only.

- Athletes will be instructed to strictly stay WITHIN the cones on this section (which is 
approximately 1-mile in each direction)

- This lane closure/coned two- This lane closure/coned two-way athlete section ONLY needs to remain in place until the last 
cyclist has made the LEFT turn onto S County Rd 31 from N County Rd 31 - At which time 
volunteers will shift the cones to allow INBOUND athletes to utilize the inner lane farther from 
any potential vehicle traffic

Indicates a volunteer OR certified traffic flagger 
to ensure athletes stay on the course in a safe 
manor in accordance with Law Enforcement 
Services

Denotes a single lane only ahead. Signage will 
indicate the single side lane closure on N County 
Rd 31 between the MAIN south Carter Lake camp-
ground entrance and the W County Rd 8E 
intersection

Law Enforcement Officer - In position to 
legally direct and control traffic/vehicles at 
heavy flow intersections or where vehicles 
may need to cross

= Bike Start/End - Transition

= Road Yellow Line (center)

= OUTBOUND Athlete Bike Direction

= INBOUND Athlete Bike Direction

= Safety Cones - Spaced CLOSELY
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